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Premier 250 Intrigue – 2010  $45,000 
 

LOA  25’    Beam  8’ 6” 
Fuel  53 gallon   Weight 3,350 lbs. (PTX)   
Power Yamaha VMAX 225hp – 4 Stroke 
Trailer 2011 Shorland’r 

 
  Some of the following data has been quoted from Premier brochures and web site data 

Premier Pontoon Boats … “Often imitated, but never duplicated.  Premier continues to lead in patents, 
industry firsts and leading-edge innovations”.  The 250 Intrigue is the ideal boat for entertaining and this 250 
Intrigue is optioned with the PTX™ triple tube technology! 
 
“THE PTX™ ADVANTAGE … where performance and handling come together.  Premier’s PTX™ triple tube 
technology is unlike anything you’ve ever experienced in a pontoon.  The PTX™ package gives each pontoon 
unprecedented performance and handling.  With our unique PTX™ shaped hull, featuring a flat surface and 
lifting strakes on the inside of the two outer tubes, you’ll experience instantaneous planning and unmatched 
power and stability.  The PTX™ ride is as comfortable as you will find on any boat in the industry, even in 
choppy water.  Whether it’s the wake of another craft or white caps on a windy day, the PTX™ cuts through 
the waves to keep you comfortable and dry.  The PTX™ tube improves buoyancy and stability even when the 
boat is not on plane.  See photos for more explanation of the PTX™ Advantage in action.  

 

Equipment 
PTX™ Performance Package 
Flexsteel® 10-Star chairs and couches 
NANO Block vinyl 
Pearl vinyl with black panels and ebony accents 
Imperial Command View™ helm 
Digital depth finder 
Compass 
Led lighting package 
Hydraulic power assist steering 
Power bimini with remote 
Upgraded stereo system with 6 speakers 
J-Clip storage cover (shown in pictures) 
Day enclosure (not shown) 
Synthetic teak decking – bow and aft swim platforms 
Berber carpet 
Concealed pop-up sundeck change room with vanity mirror and Porta-Potti head plumbed to pump-out deck fitting 
Concealed sink and pop-up paper towel holder located in front of the helm 
In-floor storage locker 
Ski tow bar 
Nosecone bumper caps 
Stainless steel flip-up cleats 
Stainless steel rear entry swim ladder 
Dual batteries w/battery switch 
Trailer – 2011 Shorland’r 
 

All details are believed to be correct, but not guaranteed by owner or Broker.  Some information was sourced and quoted from Premier 

brochures.  Measurements, weight and tank sizes were sourced from Premier data.  It is the Purchaser's responsibility to have all engines, 

systems and integrity of the vessel inspected. 
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